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February 28, 1974

Curriculum Committee votes against language r.eq u irement
as they are, but am not in favor of
abolishing them. I would like to see
more options introduced to the student."
The only option discussed has been a
cultural alternative dealing with a specific
culture or period, presented as a package
of courses pertaining to a 'specific
country. However, further discussion of a
substitute has been postponed until after
the final decision, to keep or abolish the
requirement, has been made.
The students who voted in favor of
eliminating the requirement agree with
Jackoway in that a language' substitute
has positive possibilities, but none of the
students, however , propose any definite
alternatives of their own.
Steven W . Rowan, assistant professor

farolyn Carter
The tirst vote on whether or not the
foreign language requirement should be
eliminated was made this month by the
, nine member curriculum committee of the
College of Arts and Sciences. The final
vote of the committee, which consists of
six faculty members. and three students,
"resulted in five in favor of eliminating the
requirement; three for maintaining it; one
abstained.
'
The abstaining vote came from Sally
J ackoway of the English department.
When asked why she abstained she said,
"Instead of abolishing language requirements I would like to see something to
replace them. I am not in favor of them

of hjstory, who is chairman
of the
committee, likes the idea of a cultural
study but refuses to exempt language as
a part of the package . Rowan feels,
"Language should be maintained and if
anything it is too lax." Rowan is very
disappointed at the outcpme of the
committee vote. He doesn't feel the
language requirement was given a fair
chance. He feels the only aim of the
students on the committee was to abolish
the requirement. Rowan says he will
present the committees proposal to
abolish the requirement and then proceed
to speak against it. Rowan does not think
the college, which consists of 250
full-time faculty members, will abolis!1
the requirement. He hopes ' and feels it
L

will be maintained. A definite date for
the meeting to hear the proposal has not
yet been made but it will be sometime in
late March. It might be interesting to
note that not a single motion of the
Curriculum committee this year has been
defeated.
If the committee's proposal is passed it
will then go to the UMSL senate where it
will take its last stand before the final
decision.
The only 'students who will be effected
by the new policy, if adopted, will be
incoming freshmen starting in the fall
term of '74. Those students already
enrolled will have to obtain thirteen hours
of a foreign language to receive a B.A.
Jegree.
'
,

Israeli suggests
Palestinian state ·
Ellen Cohen
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This car may not be a gas hog, but it parallels
the animal in its "fondness" for mUd, The driver
ended up in the barren area between the parking

Students
Walt Jaschek

l

,

garage and the University Center Sunday when
fresh snow and ice created driving and parking
difficulties ,

help requested by police

so

The UMSL police are requesting the help of students to
combat a recent increase' in
thefts on campus.
Police Chief James Nelson
said that larcenies , involving
"everything from stereos to cars
to purses to motorcycles" were
on the rise and that he needs
help from the students.
Information is what Nelson
seeks most. "We'd like students
to be observant of suspicious
people or things, like the tampering of cars." He said that "if
I had 1000 students just observing, that would be 2,000 more
eyes that could, cover the campus."
Nelson said he knows some
students wouldn't want to get
involved but argued that "all
, they have to do is give us a call
or write us" a letter."
•
The help, Nelson noted, would
be to the advantage of "your
fellow students as well as to
yourself, eventually."
Purses are the most commonly
stolen goods. "Unattended purses are a real problem," said
Nelson. "We've got to make the
girls aware that they should
keep an eye on them all the
time. "
The reports of purse theft are
numerous. "There ' are all types
of situations like the one where
a girl gets up from a table at the
library for five minutes to put
away a book and returns to' find
her purse gone.. "
Nelson noted that 'although
larceny involving automobiles is

scarce, it occurs and is unavoidable. "When you have 6000 cars
on a lot every day, you're just
going to have some thefts."
Car pool cleared up
In another matter, Nelson
wanted to point out some certain
aspects of the car pool arrangement at UMSL that he felt
needed clarifying.
"The letter that Chancellor
Hartley sent out to students involving the car pool was good
but vague in a couple of
places," he said. "It is important to note that to hav e a
recognized car pool and to have
parking fees refunded, there
must be three people involved."
Nelson stressed that if there
were not three people, the fees
would not be refunded. Also, the
special parking area on the top
and middle level of lot II would
not be available to any but the
recognized car pools. Nelson
said there was confusion in this.
"We get students up here wanting their parking fee back but
they don't have three people."
"We hawk that area pretty
, closely , " said Nelson, "and students whose cars are not regis-

tered in a car pool will be ticket- ·
ed." The chief said he didn't
want the Chancellor's letter misinterpreted and noted that the
deadline for obtaining a car pool
permit has been moved back to
March 1.
Emergency phones successful
When asked about the seven
emergency phones that were installed around the campus earlier this year, Nelson responded
enthusiastically.
_T he emergency phones have
been, according to Nelson, successful and beneficial. "There
hasn't been any serious emergencies as of yet, thankfully,"
said the chief. "But we do get
cases of stalled cars, needing
cables or out of gas; this type of
thing. "
Nelson wanted to point out
that someone does not have to
speak on the phone. " If a victim
is in danger and hasn't time to
talk, it doesn 't matter. Just by
lifting the receiver we receive a
signal in this office and will dis- "
patch a car immediately~"
The patrol car can reach any
area of the campus in two
minutes, Nelson said.

'Senate candidates must register
March 1 is the deadline for students wishing to register as
candidates in the election of the student members of the University
Senate. Those Wishing to participate must register in the Dean of
Students Office, 206 Administration Building. Candidates must not
be on academic probation and must have completed 12 hours of
credit at UMSL.
The University Senate, according to the bi-laws, excercises "the
functions of the faculty and student body." Elected student members of the Senate serve a term of one year and are elected by the .
student body every year.

"We believed the world when
they said Israel was superior, so
there was an air of complacency
before the October '73 war broke
out," said physicist Avivi Yavin
from Tel Aviv University when
he spoke at UMSL on Feb. 25.
Yavin, invited by the Center
for International Studies, spoke
on the history of the state of
Israel, the October War, the
Palestinian refugees, and the
political atmosphere in Israel
today.
He chalked out a map of
Israel, illustrating the controversial borders and landmarks, as
well as the surrounding countries. A large man, Yavin stood
close to the blackboard, outlining the points of his .talk and
some important historical dates.
Before the October War, Yavin said, "Egypt would have been
willing to negotiate with Israel
on two conditions; if Israel
would withdraw from all occupied territories, and would restore the rights of the Palestinian refugees."
The occupied territory in question consists of the Sinai Penninsula, Gaza Strip, the Golan
Heights of Syria, and the West
Bank of Jordan which includes
Jerusalem.
The Palestinian Arabs, ot
which 500,000 live in Israel, are
generally dispersed among Jordan, Lebanaon, Kuwait, and
Syria. "Those who live in Israel
are Israeli citizens," said Yavin,
"And I think they want to be
Israelis." Yavin did admit that
the Palestinian refugee problem would have to be solved
along with the other Middle East
contlicts. He offered ' a suggestion of a federation between
Palestine and Jordan which
would include the West Bank,
with strong economic ties with
Israel.
Since the ' 67 war, it had been
very quiet in Israel, Yavin said.There had been no major clashes, and the Palestinians had
taken their cause to the world
arena.
"We thought the Arabs
wouldn't dare to attack, but they
did attack," he said.
"We felt our army was the
strongest and that the new frontiers supplied by the occupied
territories were protective ones.
We felt we were in no danger."
Politically, he explained,
Israel was just sitting and waiting "until the arabs learned to
live with us.

"Now we see it is wrong to
just sit. You must get involved
in pursuing a -r easonable solution.
"We've come to a point where
we, Israelis as well as Egyptians, can go no further by
wars." Yavin is considered an
authoritative observer of the
Middle East situation.
The political system in Israel
had received a shock from the
October War, Yavin said. The
government had been stable for
40 years, with the same party,
Labor, heading all coalitions.
People are beginning to realize that the policy of waiting
was not successful, and that the
military did not do as well as
everyone expected, he said.
Why didn't the government
know about the October attack,
' was there a breakdown in intelligence? "Israel's intelligence
is its military , " Yavin said,
"and they did give the facts to
the government. It was their
assessment of the facts which
was wrong."
Concerning the sensitive issue
of occupied territory, Yavin described the two points of view
pervading in Israel. For the
hawks , the occupied territories
proved themselves to be good
for defense. "See how Israel
proper was not touched by the
war, " they said.
But the doves, according to
• Yavin, felt that the war could
have been prevented if those
"far-away" borders had not
been on Arab territory, adding
friction to the contlict. The war
could have been stopped earlier
and 20,000 lives sooner.
The United State's role in the
Middle East contlict was greatly
appreciated, Yavin said. "I was
positively sorprised by the assistance the United States gave
in neutralizing the Russian involvement by sending us arms.
The U.S. didn't stop there, but
helped both si des reach an
agreement. And also the country
did not knuckle under to the
Arab oil embargo.
"Even Sadat's (Anwar Sadat,
president of Egypt) point of
view, as reported, is that the
embargo will not help the Arab
cause anymore, since the U.S. is
not feeling threatened."
Yavin addressed the audience
with Israel's dilemna in a U.S. "
Russian contlict. "You ask, is
America going to be dragged
into this contlict between the
superpowers?
"But we, in Israel, ask is
Israel going to be their new
playground? We hope not."
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Drug busts increase
Nancy Wilhelm

Job discrimination gersists

Women may not demand enough
Stephanie Siegel
Accounting is a profitable ,
growing field for men. For
women it is not so good. In the
St. Louis area in 1970, of over
10,000 accountants less than
3000 were female.
These general relations hold
in other fields as well. Women
who are married have even more
problems in finding jobs. Marriage is considered an indication
of stability for men, the opposite
for women. The assumption that
married women have a higher
job turnover rate is an illegal
one. An interviewer who emphasizes husband 's job and
family plans is violating the law.
Failure to hire is not the only
common discriminatory practice.
Failure to grant an interview,
failure to promote, unequal
wages, and different seniority
systems, if based on race, creed,
color, or sex, are illegal.
Unequal wages, as documented by the Census Bur eau's
Statistical Abstract of the United

States 1972, are the standard.
Only 3 per cent of employed
females ·· made over $10,000 in
t 970 while 26. 7 per cent of the
males were in that income
bracket. The lowest income
group (under $1000) comprised
27.6 per cent of the women and
lOA per cent of the men. While
7.1 per cent of families with male
heads were under the low-come level, that figure for families with female heads was 32.5
per cent.
Discrimination exists in the
lowest- to the highest- paying
·jobs. The median income for ·
female salesworkers was $2279;
for males , $8321. Self-employed
professional , technical, and kindred workers made around
$17,670 if male; $2463 if f~ml!le ,.
Perhaps one reason women are
paid less is because they demand less. Drs. Margaret Hennig and Anne Jardim, of Simmons College, believe that wome n learn as children to be subordinate and passive. Wome n who
do not demand deserved raises
and promotions are not filling

their new role in our male-dominated society:
No matter how true these
theories of female psychology,
the biggest obstacle to women
trying to get ahead is prejudice.
If you have evidence of discrimination, do not keep quiet.
Contact the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission.

"People turn in everything
from acorns to Ex-Lax," said
Florissant alcohol and narcotics
agent, Dave McClelland as he
spoke of drugs and. more specifically, drug analysis.
"Everybody's doing it," said
McClelland. "We've picked up
people ranging in age from
eleven years old to sixty." .. Five
years ago I'd be lucky if I got a
nickel bag in a week or more
and now, if I don't get a nickel
bag a night; I'm hurting."
McClelland and his partner
made 232 drug arrests last year
alone.
Possession of marijuana, the
most common drug offense, is
pu nishable by Missouri State
Law in the following ways:
If, on your first arrest , you are
found to possess 35 grams or

less of the drug, the crime is a
misdemeanor. If you are found
to possess over 35 grams , the
crime is a felony. The maximum
penalty for a misdemeanor is
one year in jail, or a one
thousand dollar fine, or both. A
felony is punishable to a much
greater degree, depending upon
the circumstances.
Detective McClelland says
that a great many of his arrests
occur when people smoke marijuana while riding in cars. Other
arrests occur because informants, including neighbors,
friends and parents of the user,
turn him in.
When a person is caught
using drugs or in the possession
of drugs at UMSL, according to
Chief James J. Nelson, the ,
campus police have the power to
arrest the user, and he will be
dealt with in St. Louis County
Court.

. Bolclis
lIeautiful!

Employers view UMSL favorably
Stephanie Siegel

•

Does it matter where you get
your degree? Is an M.A. from
St. Louis University worth more
than an M.A. from UMSL? St.
Louis employers . voice an emphatic no. Eight employers
interviewed think the St. Louis
universities are equally excellent. All maintained that finding
a job depends on experience,
grades and other personal qualifications.
For areas of specialization
such as art or journalism, the
selection of a college is more
important. UMSL's only area of
real specialization is education, a
fact recognized by school administrators. But last year teachers
. had a hard time finding employment. Only 59 £er cent of those
who filed with the University
Placement Office were olaced in
jobs and 7 per _cent of those
were in non-teaching fields.
What really distin guis hes
UMSL is that it is work oriented. Most of . the students
'-have part-time jobs and live at
. home. This may indicate to
employers that students here are
more stable. mature and better
trained than those whose lives
are strictly university-centered.
What really matters is your
major. Liberal arts is out if you
want a career. Most companies
want people with majors in
business, or with a particular
skill or technical training. Fortuna'tely, most UMSL graduates
have these qualifications or
teacher certification.
Some of the employment
agencies seemed to consider
UMSL of slightly lower status
than Washington University or
SLU. But for a ten-year old
college, UMSL had done exceedingly well in this trasiitio",al city .

-MUSICIANS. Drummer for show group.
MUST play all styles. Willing to
travel and have own transportation. For more information, contact:
Ed Plitt
868-2368

or
Jan 'Shapiro
423-080ti

According to the UMSL Placement Office, the top accounting
firms in the nation come here for
. recruits. Transfer students have
indicated that UMSL is harder
academically than either Wash ington U. or SLU. and trye
graduate business school IS
harderto get into. The rep utation
of a college is based on the quality of its graduates. Now that
UMSL has had time to make a
reputation, it is ranked with the
best.

The Gatsby Look goes
greater with Pedwin's Classic.
The wing tip comes on
bold over lightweight Triton ..
bottoms. Great Gatsby colors-in
two-tones or solids.

The look is bold.
The price is easy.

TV , stereo , radio, calculators,
casettes, 8-track recorders,
Panasonic , BSR, Rotel , Craig,
etc . Call Pam Barry 862-7486.
Also appliances, ie . port.
refrig ., blenders . Lowest stu. dent prices ever!

Classified Ads
I •••••••••••••••••••••••

Pick up an official
Current Classified Ad
envelope from the door
of room 255, U. Center
to place your ad

...............

lO¢ a word

FAMOUS QUOTES
"Come to Me, all who are
weary and heavy laden ,
and I will give you rest. "Jesus Christ
TAX SERVICE
Income Tax . Takuri Tei ,
tax acctJuntant. 7529 Big
Bend , Webster Groves,
63119. 962-6875 . Individuals, small bUSinesses ·,
corporations tax returns ·
p rt par ed. Com pet e nt ,
qualified . Student rate,
' $5 .00 .
FOR SALE
Texas I nstruments Calculators- WHOLESALE
PRICED . TI-SR 10
$86; ,
TI-SR 20 : $135; TI Datamath 2510: $52 . Call Mike,
725~9566 after 6 PM . Campus rep . Williamsport Co .,
Cleveland, Qhio. BANKAMERICARD ACCEPT,-__E_D_._.A
__
sk__f_or__o_u_r_c_a_ta_I_O_g_u_e_·~1

Famous Barr
(all stores)
Dreamland Shoe Company
7312 Manchester
Fischer's Shoe Store
3148 South Grand Avenue
Parking in rear ...
Direct entrance
Gravois Bootery
5045 Gravois
.Joy's Footwear
32 Hampton Village
Lauries Shoe Center, Inc.
9916 Manchester Rd .
Proper Shoe Store
2712 Cherokee Street
Toby's Shoes
9975 Manchester
CHESTERFIELD
Shoe Corral
64 Four Seasons Shopping
Center

Toby's Shoes
736 North New Ballas
DES PERES
Wetherby-Kayser
West County Shopping
Center
FENTON
Fenton Plaza Footwear
68 Fenton Plaza
FLORISSANT
Spillman Jr. Shoes
48 Grandview Plaza
HAZELWOOD
Wetherby-Kayser
39 Village Square
JENNINGS
Wetherby-Kayser
69 River Roads Shopping
Center

KIRKWOOD
Town Fashion Shoes
111 North Kirkwood Road
LEMAY
Wetherby-Kayser
30 South County Shopping
Center
OVERLAND
Toby's Shoes
33 Town & Country Mall
ST. CHARLES
Thro Clothing Company
137 North Main
Thro Clothing Company
Mark Twain Shopping
Center
Toby's Shoes
Mark Twain Shopping
Center
WEBSTER GROVES
Lou's Shoes
8025 Watson Road

r
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Graduating?_

Peace Corps~ VISTA volunteers needed
Kathy Schuey
A graduating senior with a
desire to serve other people
• might consider work in the
Peace Corps or VISTA before
beginning a professional career.
Persons with majors or job experience in most fields are encouraged to apply. Most requests by countries for help are
in technical fields, but workers
qualified in health and education
are also needed. A college 'degree or practical job experience
is important since the agencies
do not train personnel for the
. work that they wil be doing.
In 1971, the volunteer agencies of the government were reor,ganized under an umbrella

agency called ACTION. The
Peace Corps, VISTA , Foster
Grandparents, and many other
programs are funded through
ACTION.
The location and activities of a
volunteer depends very much on
the -type of work he is doing .
Many persons with a liberal arts
' degree teach English as a for. eign language in the Pea ce
Corps. Persons working in education, as well as health and day :
care would most likely live in a
large city. Those helping in
technical, agricultural and veterinary projects would work in the
countryside.
A term of service is two years
!n the Peace Corps ' and one year
III VISTA.
A $75 a month

stipend is set aside for Peace
Corps volunteers while in service, $50 a month for VISTA. All
medical care for volunteers are
provided while they are in
service. Their pay and living
conditions depend on the standard of living in the area or the
country that they serve, however, volunteers live comfortably in the c(}ntext of the people
around them. Groups of volunteers in Africa, for instance, are
able to pool their money and
rent mansions that were aban- '
doned by the British as the colonies became independent.
Peace Corps serve 69 nations
in Latin America, Asia, Africa,
the Pacific and the Middle East.
VISTA volunteers work in the

United States.
March 15 is the deadline for
applying in order to get into the
orientation ·s ession this summer. Later applicants will be
placed in the fall orientation
session. For more information,
call the St. Louis Representative, Bert Rava, 721-3579, write
him at 568'12 Delmar, or contact
the UMSL Placement Office, 204
Administration Building.
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The New Apartment Community
With A Mansion In The Middle·
Picture a ,private, wooded estate at the edge
of Normandy. On a hill, overlooking sycamores
and stately oaks, a three story French manor
house.
Now picture the old mansion transformed
into an exciting, truly
ur.ique community
center for Mansion
Hill residents.
Century old hand
leaded windows,
stone fireplaces , carved
staircases. arched doorways and
high ceilings become a dramatic
setting for todays young lifestyles. And just outside the mansion (your mansion). a brand new
swimming pool and sun deck. surrounded by
woods for privacy and a natural summer feeling.
Now add contemporary
apartment buildings.
tastefully designed in
warm wood and brick.
Carefully placed in the
rolling earth and woods
around the mansion.
You'li find spacious one
and two bedroom garden
apartm ents with carefree
all -electric kitchens. con tinuous clean ovens. lush
carpeting. coord in ated
draperies a nd wall -s ize
closets.
Yo u' II love the advanced
sound contol construction that keeps your privacy private. or lets your stereo sing. And the full
time Mansion Hill maintenance staff will handle
your service request quickly and courteously.
If you think living next door to a mansion is expensive. Think again. Our one bedroom apartment rents for just $160.00.
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ON CAMPUS
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Sports .
Basketball: Rivermen vs.
MK
C en d ree College in Multipurpose Gym, Feb. 28, 8 pm
UMSL swim team at Washington University Invitational
at Wash U March 1
Wrestling: NCAA Championships (Division II) at
Fullerton Calif. on March 1 &
2
Basketball : Rivermen vs.
SIU Edwardsville at Kiel
Auditorium at 2 & 8 pm
Week-end Films
"A Separa t e P eace " on
March 1 at 7:30 & 9:45 pm,
March 2 at 8 pm in 101
.
Stadler Hall
Week-day Films
"Accident" at 2:40 & 8 pm
on March 4, in J.e. Penney
Auditorium
"Queen of Spades". at 3 &
8 pm on March 5 III J.e.
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Natural Bridge Road

Mansion Hill -is on Florissant Road just Yz mile
south of Interstate 70.
.
Display apartments are open from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. daily, 12 noon to 5 p.m. Sundays.
Phone 521-1534 for information or an
illustrated brochure.

Iq

~ An exciting development by

Bruce Properties Company. .

"MacBeth" at 7:30 &
10:40 am, & 2:40 & 7:30 pm
in 105 Benton Hall
. Lecture
Marilyn Vogt will give a
lecture "Solzhenitsyn & Soviet Dissent", on Feb. 28, at
12:30 in 121 J.C. Penney
Building
Music '
Dance sponsored by Minority Students Coalition, at 9
pm in the Snack Bar on
March · 1, Admission 7~ cents
Peace and Freedom party ,
Coffeehou.se, Friday, March
1, 8:30-12:00 Live music. 126
J .e. Penney.
KWMU Studen't Operated
Program brings you Rock,
Jazz & Pop , on March 2 & 3
from lam-6 am at 90.7 on
your FM dial
Art,
Gallery 210 presents His-

-Kenneth Henderson Photogrophy
Copy Service

-

-

prints and photos from turn
of the century St. Louis
Meetings
A meeting of the Non-Sectarian Bible Club on Feb. 28,
'12:15 pm in Room 155
University Center
Bakti Yoga Club will meet
Feb. 28 at 7 pm, & on March
4 at 2:30 pm in Room 272
University Center
A Group Elementary Student Teaching meeting will
be held on Feb. 28, at 11:20
in Room 125 J.e. Penney
Bu. ilding
A meeting of the Students
International Meditation Society on Feb. 28 at 3 & 7 pm
in Room 225 J.C. Penney
Building
'
OFF CAMPUS
.
KSHE night at the Ambassador, with Status Quo,
Raspberries, and Soft Machine' March 1 tickets $2
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UMSL cuts gas

For the finest block and white or color slides from your orioinais.
Block and white 2 x 2 slides onl y 65 f each.
For more information call 839-1882 .

Budweiser~

use by 21%
The consumption of natural
gas, which is used for heating at
UMSL, decreased 21 per cent for
the months of November and
December in comparison with
the same two months last year,
according to the Office of Public
Information. Consumption of
electri~ity for the two-month
period is down 1 per cent in
comparison with last year's figures.
John Perry, UMSL business
officer, attributed the substantial
reduction in the use of ' gas to
the university'S energy conservation program, and he had high
. praise for employees of the St.
Louis campus for their "splendid
cooperation" with the program.
Perry said that while the reduction in the use of electricity
was less than hoped for, he
expected a more dramatic decrease during the next few
months.
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If you can find a better mansion for the money,
take it.

-0

Tere Westerfield .

Check your local
radio listings
forti me
and station.
Tune in,
drink Bud®,
have fun!
ANHEUSER· BUSCH, INC . • ST. LOUIS

. Welcome to

:S mitty's Lounge
. 1200 Natural Bridge
. UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

'Try our special
and Joosball'
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EDITORIALS
Commentary

.

Day care center needed
Becky Stamps

sum compared to the benefits to
all those concerned.
This is a large commuter
campus and many of the women
are mothers who have decided to
return to school. I have read that
the use of a Day Care Center by
student parents is about five
times greater on large campuses
than on the smaller ones. There
are several campuses in the St.
Louis area smaller than this with
such centers, namely, S.I.U. Edwardsville, Florissant Valley and
Forest Park are among these.
Forest Park has begun a morning day care center where
children are cared for at twenty
five cents an hour. Webster
College has a self-supporting
center in the summer. I don't
understand why we can't follow
in their steps, as it would seem
we need it more than they ; If we
have money to build garages
that will take ages to construct,
why not a day care center that
will be beneficial now and to all?
It has been found that the
younger the student, the more

There is an i'n creasing demand
on this campus for a Day Care
Center. Child care has become a
real problem for mothers who
wish to continue their education
but cannot afford the high cost of
a full time baby ~tter. Many
women choose not to go to
college because there is no way
their children can be taken care
of aL a reasonable cost. Most
young families don't have that
kind of money. The child care
o roblem is not only for the
mothers. but for the fathers as
well. so a center is badly needed
by both parents. Without the
constant worry of what to do if a
sitter becomes ill. a center
would be security for both
parents.
There have been complaints
that such a program couldn't be
run under ten dollars a week.
Statistics show that on the
average, a full day only costs
nine dollars and sixty two cents
a week. This seems a very small

Commentaey

men there are in relation to
women, and the older the student, the more women in relation to men. In other words,
there are more older women
going to college than older men.
Most of these are mothers and it
would be a waste if they could
then, I humbly stihihit for the
not go back to school because
Grand Block
general inspection plans, conthey had no one to care for their
ceived and drawn up by myself,
children. '
for a new administration builIf such a program is underDear Editor:
ding to be raised on the bones,
taken, the facilities will have to
Upon reading, in the issue ' of
as it were, of the old one, which
be more than adequate so there
Feb. 7, that the masters of the
will be the quinessance of our
will be no necessity for long
University have taken ' it upon
campus.
waiting lists. The cost will have
themselves to plan for the
I propose the raising of a
to be reasonable so they can
destruction of the -p resent UMSL
massive
cube-a block, cast all
afford it. These things have to
administration building, I was
in one piece, of pure, inviolate
be considered for a center to be
filled with remorse. The stateconcrete. It's bold, stark lines,
of practical value to students.
ments of those opposed to this
raised some 40 - 50 feet skyward
Such a program should be
course of action, as quoted in
as
if to meet the challenges of
thought through and planned
the article, were fully echoed in
tomorrow, will be unmarred by
very carefully for it to meet the
my own thoughts and emotions.
any such unsightly features as
needs of both paren ts and
I began at once to seek ways in
doors and windows (which are
children, but it should be looked
which to prevent this deplorable
but the antiquated carry-overs
into! This is not an easy task.
occurence. And yet, upon reflecfrom the present building,
The problem of child care is
tion, it seems to me that,
which, as 1 have said, is wholly
faced by people of all ages and
indeed, the old administration
unsuited to it's purpose.) The
there is no distinction -between
building should be torn down,
new building will, in fact, need
rich or poor. It is faced by most
and a new one raised in it's
no such entrances or exits, for
people at one time.
stead. If they consider the
it's interior , consistent with it's
matter in a calm and reasonable
exterior and thus devoid of all
fashion, I feel certain that my
such common hypocracies, will
fellow students will arrive at this
also be of purest, solid concrete.
same conclusion.
The gentle, graceful architecLet us first of all, consider the
ture. dear friends. must go.
functions of an administration
There is no such place upon this
building. Foremost in the minds
bastion of higher education for
of all will be the most obvious of
such outmoded relics of the
it's purposes: an administration
past. We must raise an adminbuilding serves to house the
hr. void in the degree program.
istration building which will be a
various departments and personThe committee believes it is not
summation of the UMSL mennel which are needed to mainin their interest to present the
tality before all the world. We
tain the vital functions of the
alternatives becaus'e they feel
must raise-The Grand Block!
university. It is the repository, in
the alternatives are not pertinJames A. McNeill
effect., of the heart and brains of
ent to the issue. It is bad
the campus.
politics, they say, to bring in the
But, is not an administration
An art form?
various alternatives causing a
building far more in relation to
debate which may delay abolishDear
Editor:
it's importance to and impact
ment. But I do not believe
I would like to urge the
upon the university? Those who
anyone voting on the matter can
University bookstore to stock
attend this university, those who
make an intelligent decision
something they have ignored
seek to attend, and those who
either way without first seriousover the months. Either the
have business here, whatever
ly studying the alternative prostore itself or the information
it's nature, must, at some time,
grams which are available.
desk should provide one of the
have
recourse
to
the
administraVarious members of the faculmost popular and dynamic forms
tion building. To visitors, an
ty have set up alternative proof periodicals currently circuadministration building is repregrams and hours packages to the
lated: comic books!
sentative of the university as a
language requirement. Before
Comic books are an art form,
whole
"
It
is
the
first
impression
the faculty and senate vote on
and have grown up over the
which many will carry with them
abolishment or \ retention, I b'eyears to where they now provide
forever after. Should it not,
lieve some of the alternatives
adult entertainment. The stories
then, be a structure which may
should be presented.
and illustrations are generally of
act as a summation of UMSL? A
a very high quality. All forms of
building representative of all
fantasy, science-fiction, and
that UMSL is, and all that it
drama are included .
aspires to be? Obviously, the
So why isn't there any place
present structure is wholly unon campus--ANY place--we can
suited to this vital task. It's
find them? St. Louis has few
stately, worn, but no less
places where they are stocked,
gracious elegance of style is
one iota.
so
maybe UMSL can increase
both
out
of
place
and
out
of
In the same article, I read that
support of the graphic arts.
tidle.
U M K C is to receive $6,300,Ralph Simonson
With this thought in mind
000 for a new performing arts
center. I find it curious that
UMSL has no such center, or
even the plans for one. As a
matter of -fact, the fine arts
department here is almost working out of a suitcase. With no
theatre, no art studio and not
even a permanent band shel1,
younE artists at UMSL (of
which there are many) are left
The Current is the weekly student publication for the University of
with few tools with which to
Missouri-St. Louis. Financed in part by student activity fees, the Current is
perfect their crafts.
published by the Current staff and is not an official publication of the University
I submit · that for much less
of Missouri. The University of Missouri is not responsible for the Current's
contents and policies.
money the present administration building could be made
Correspondence may be addressed to Current, Room 256 University Center,
. serviceable and convenient. (I
8001 Natural Bridge Rd., St. Louis, Mo. , 63121. Phone: 453-5174. Advertising
also submit that it has been
rates available upon request. Member, Missouri COllege Newspaper Association .
intentionally mal-maintained in
orper 'to promote a new builEditorials are the opinion of the editor and/or the editorial staff. Articles
ding.)
labeled ! 'Commentary" are the opinion of the individual writer.
Xf the powers that be want to
"Letters to the editor should be typed, double-spaced whenever possible. Due build, build us a theatre . More
to space limitations, letters of 200 words or less will be given first priority. The
editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters.
than anything else, UMSL
needs culture, and you don't get
Editor.•• ElItlD Cohen
Managing Editor•.. Bob Hucker
culture from office buildings.
News Editor...Wa!t Jaschek
F~atures Editor... Yvonne Rehg
Guy 1. SeIbert
Editorial Dir:.• Tom Lochmoeller I Sports Editor..........Tom Wolf
Art Editor••. AIlen Goffstein
,Fine Arts' EClftor.. Elaine Clavin
Copy Editor•.• Michelle Loftin
lJusiness Mgr ... Roy Unnerstall
UMSL can be proud of its
Ad
Manager
...
Mike
Lowe
,
Asst.
AcI Mgr.... Gary Hoffman
beautiful man-made waterfalls,
Photography Director... Jim Blrkenmeler
which also serve as steps in the

Letters to the Editor

Languageafternative~poorpofitics
Maggie Arbini
Lest you forgot the continuing
drama of the language requirement here we are again. In our
last episode, Spring ' 73, you ~ill
remember there was a motion
before the Arts and Sciences
Curriculum Committee to abolish
the 13 hour language requirement for the Bachelor or Arts
degree.
And now back to our story. On
Feb. 5, 1974, it was resolved by
the committee that A & S
should abolish the requirement
for the B.A. for all students
entering for the first time in the
fall of 1974 and thereafter. This
resolution will go' before the
faculty of A & S at their March
meeting. Should the facuIty pass
the motion, it will. go on to

UMSL's senate to be voted on.
If passed by the senate, it will
become policy for the college.
This topic has been hashed
and rehashed so often, that
everyone is a little tired of the
discussion. We've all heard the
arguments on both sides. Those
pro-abolishment contend that the
teaching of a foreign language is
no longer relevant (Oh that
word!) Those pro-retention believe it is necessary for a complete intellectuallization of the
student.
However in all that has been
written on the SUbject, no one '
has ever bothered to explore the
alternatives. Many have either
refused to take a side on the
issue or voted to maintain the
language requirement because '
they were unwilling to leave a 13

More Letters
Wasting time
Dear Editor:
The Feb. 14, 1974 issue of the
Current carried a letter concerning impeachment and ful1 disclosure. May I remind the
readers that impeachment by the
House of Representatives is
similar to the actions of a Grand
Jury when it makes an indictment; and in the same respect
al1 of the evidence need not be
presented, simply enough to
warrant an indictment or impeachment.
The issue then arises whether
sufficient evidence is available.
Al1 one needs to do is to review
The case put forth by the
american Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), Americans for Democratic Action (ADA), Impeach:
Defend the Constitution, the
National Campaign to Impeach
Nixon, the AFL-CIO and many
newspapers and journalists (reactionary-to-radical) to see .that
ample reason exists to demand
impeachment.
Mr. Wolff in his letter refers
to the concept "innocent until
proven guilty," may I remind
him that the Senate is the only
entity in government that can

prove .him _guilty. There are
those of us for impeachment that
feel "one year of Watergate is
enough", so let us quit wasting
time.
In closing, I would like to
point out that Mr. Wolff acknowledges that we are calling
for "the constitutional removal,"
we are not calling for resignation
in a cloud of uncertainty, we
only want to know all the facts
and justice be served.
Bob'Olsen, J r.

New _t center?
Dear Editor:
I sadly read the article in the
last Current concerning the
new administration building.
Now the state plans to tear down
the only building on campus
with any character, and put in
its place a very modern, v~ry
fashionable and very expensIve
new structure.
A few days ago, UMSL was .
criticized on the front page of
the Globe-Democrat for its academic failures. I submit that
$4,200,000 spent on a new
administration .building will not
improve this school academically

parking garages.
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Historic St. Louis relived
Barbara Burlison
Nostalgia is a popular sentiment these days. The remembrance Qf a more comprehendable, less cynical way of life has
become an emotional salve to an
America that has lost sight of
her pase The current show in
Gallery 210 provides the viewer
with an opportunity to search for
the roots of st. Louis and the
UMSL campus.
"Historic St. Louis" is drawn
from the private collection of
Mr. and Mrs. Eric P. Newman.
The Newmans, amateur historians themselves, have assembled
engravings, lithographs and rare
books from the turn-of-the-century era. The prints show the
grandiose splendour of the 1904
World's Fair and the destructive drama of a midwest tornado
in a way that photography

cannot capture. Maps of the
levee and the pictures of riverfront activity reinforce the romantic imagery of the grandeur
that was St. Louis.
More important than the fanciful artistic journalism, however, the exhibit points out the
need for UMSL to establish itself as part of the St. Louis community. Without becoming part
of a tradition, UMSL will find itself permanently lost in the
hectic directionless rush of the
late 60's.
"Historic St. Louis" is the
second part of three gallery
shows which commemorate
UMSL's tenth anniversary. The
first was the "Architect's Drawings" exhibit in September and
the last will be the prints of
American artist George Caleb
Bingham in April.
In an interview with Mrs.
Jean Tucker, the gallery coordinator stressed the vitality of such

historic displays in room 210, "It
is not just an art gallery, but an
exhibition space for the whole
campus. Shows like this should
encourage other departments to
share their visual material."
"Historic St. Louis" received
the help and advice of Dick
Miller, associate professor of
history, and Ed Paytner, assistant professor of history . The
total sound and sight environment of the gallery was achieved
with the help of Ron Edwards
who ' recorded the Scott Joplin
piano rags.
The present exhibit goes beyond mere fa9dish nostalgia. It
fulfills a crucial need on this
young campus. The sometimes '
dream-like prints of old St. Louis
. help us gain a mental . perspective on a time when there was
no Metal Blue B\lilding or
Parking Lot Number 4.
"Historic St. Louis" will be
open until March 13.

Newman collection on display in Room 210 Lucas Hall
photo by Mike Costello
times more complex). If nothing
else, it proves that love is not a
human invention.
The best acting in the movie
was without a doubt that of the
dolphins. Buck Henry, who
wrote the screenplay, said that
the dolphins were actually aware
of }Vhen the film was rolling and
when it wasn't. He insists that
they knew who was directing:
who was in charge, and even
when the movie was complete.
Tnis all may seem incredible,
but it's harder to be skeptical
once you've seen the movie.
A lot of the secondary acting
was less inspiring. Most of it
was marginal and some of it was
downright rotten. Small wonder,
though, since all the best lines
went to the dolphins. Even
George C. Scott's generally excellent performing lapsed into .

TECHNICIANS SM.VIIIE 'DtDHINS'
Gary Hoffman
It is a fairly well known fact
that dolphins talk to each other.
What George C. Scott tries in
vain to keep secret is that he has
coaxed one of the finned creatures into talking to him.
This is the premise "The Day
of the Dolphin" is based upon.
Naturally enough, the secret
gets out, and there are a handy
bunch of meanies ready and
willing to misuse the poor beast.
To what ends? Why, bumping
off the President, of course.
It is obvious that the basic
plot of "The Day of the
Dolphin" leaves much to be desired. Strangely enough, if you
ignore the major theme the
movie comes out quite good.
There is a secondary story
hidden underneath the cloakand-dagger one that is quite
meaningful. It is about the relationship between man and animal, or even man and other
sentient beings.
.
Throughout the movie the
humans have much more difficulty understanding the dolphins
than the dolphins have understanding humans. The humans

Personal growth group forming. Tuesdays 7:3.0-9:30.
Leave
message
for
C.A.R.E.S., an affliate of
Acid Rescue at 645.2900.

m~~~~ts da:n ~e~i~~~y'to ~ake
movies that aren't technically
perfect these days. The dolphin's voice was a terrific
achievement in itself. The script
was a mixture of good and bad,
and the acting was a mixture of
bad and worse. But the technicians and the dolphins somehow managed to salvage the
whole thing and turn it into a
good movie.

can't seem to accept intelligent
creatures not thinking exactly
like humans with human values.
The dolphins, on the other hand,
take humans as humans. They
accept the superior intellect of
man and even attribute us with
more morals than we actually
have. "Man is good," the
leading dolphin naively remarks.
The central emotions displayed by the people were hate,
suspicion and deception. The '
dolphins, on the other hand, are
Saxophonist Stanley DeRusha
playful, loving and trusting. The
will be the featured soloist with
dolphins are willing to do whatthe UMSL Symphonic Band in
ever the people want them to do
concert on Sunday, March 3.
and ask nothing in return. ObviThe 8 pm program opens with a
ously,. the screenplay was writ- . suite of. selections from the
ten by a dolphin, (or at least by
opera "Carmen." by Georges
someone whose brother-in-law is
Bizet. "Dis Natalis" was coma dolphin). Nevertheless, the
posed by Howard Hanson for the
typecasting is probably accurate.
50th Anniversary of the Eastman
The movie has an inevitable
School of Music.
The concert
poignant ending, (and don't
will be held in the Multipurpose
immediately assume Scott or the
Building on the UMSL campus.
dolphin dies, endings are some-

Gracious reception
for Brass Quintet
S. Ivory Travis
Friday , Febru~ry 22, 1974, the
Saint Louis Brass Quintet presented a concert on the UMSL
Campus in the J.c. Penney Auditorium. This concert was sponsored by the UMSL Performing
Arts and Cultural Events Committee.
If you attended the Friday
night performance, you probably
enjoyed the program, which
included brass students of
UMSL, and the virtuous performance of the members of the
Saint Louis Brass Quintet.
If you didn't attend this
concert, then you have passed
up a most exciting, musical
evening-an 'evening that offered
musical works from the 17th,
18th, 19th, and 20th centuries.
Music which included: Daniel
Speer's "Three Sonatas" (from
Die Bankelsangerlieder), Victor
Ewald's "Symphony for Brass,"
Donald Erb's "Three Pieces,"
John Watt's "Piano for Te,"
Ingolf Dahl's "Music for Brass
Instruments," J.S. Bach's "Contrapunct~'s 1," and M'alcolm Arnold's "Quintet."
These works 'vary greatly, in
that some were experimenta-

tion in sound effects on brass \11struments as was the "Three
Pieces" by Donald Erb. Another, John Watt's "Piano for Te, "
used a tape recorder plus
thirteen or more brass players,
playing on the audience's imag.ination and curiosity through
visual effects. Still yet, others
. were spirited and lyrical compositions, more readily understood by the audience. Concluding the piece was Malcolm Arnold's "Quintet" which was
technically demanding of each
, player.
Friday night's audience was a
fine one, and reflected a gracious acceptance for the music
. performed by the Saint Louis
Brass Quintet.
Members of the Quintet were
Robert Ceccarini, trumpet; Susan Slaughter, trumpet; Carl
Schiebler, horn; Mel Jernigan,
trombone; and John MacEnulty,
tuba. Assisting on piano was
Mary Mottl.

Band Concert Sunday
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LOOSE DIAMONDS
ENGAGEMENT RINGS
WEDDING RINGS
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phone for appointment 863 · 8820
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DROANIZATIONAL RATes
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8517 Geiger Road. Near
University Apartments and '
UMSL. Five rooms, three
bedrooms, one bath. Nice
lot with adjacent lot. Carpeting, full basement. Finance terms.
Asking
$12,950 .00. Valued at
more. Owner must sell.
Call 878-8788 or 434-9279.

Certified Gemologist
American Gem Society

MAKE IT YOURseLF
YOUR DESIGN
o",E OF A KIND

$ SAVE $
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Students co.nverg.efor Model U.N.
this week

State 's Defender provides ' fair representation ·
Frank Watson
A common tale of woe on the
UMSL campus is to find a little
pink parking ticket on the
windshield of your car. Just the
way to end another too-long day.
The rule-breaker then has the
option of paying the fine, or
appealing it to the Student
Court. The court will then decide
whether the ticket is valid, and
whether the student's rights
have been violated.
"Most students don't know
what courses are available to
them, and what is allowable in
an argument before the court,"
Bob Olsen, Chief Justice of the
Student Court said. "The way
they could know is, if they're
acquainted with the procedures
of the court. Most students are
not. "
For this reason the Court has
created the position of State's
Attorney , also known as a Public
Defender. "It became obvious
after a very few court meetings
~ that there was a need for a fair
representation. Everybody
should have the right to counsel. "
The State's Attorney helps
students before the court, giving
them advice, showing them
points they may have missed by
themselves. The program was
initiated last semester, and
"was effective; ' Olsen said.
Started at the same time was
the position of Solicitor General,
or Prosecuting Attorney . His
duties are to look over the
various appeals before the court,
and to decide which ones should
be heard by full court.
Olsen said that the casdoad
was so great, some must be
weeded out. This is one way of
doing it. One estimate is that
there are between 85-90 appeals
waiting to be heard. The cases
in which the defendent is.

1040 :
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obviously guilty are not heard by
full court.
"This position . wasn ' t really
effective," Olsen said, "since
there was no coordination between the police force and the
Solicitor General. Usually there
was no way to back up the
tickets , to prove that a wrong
had been committed."
Last semester -the Solicitor
General was John Greenwell ,
and the State's Attorney was
John Homan. So far neither

•

-

Women's ~roup' meets
The UMSL Women's Group
will begin having regular meetings in the Women's Center
Room 107 - Benton Hall on the
1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each
month at 12:00 noon. The first
meeting will be on March 6.
Students are invited to bring
their lunch and join in discussions concerning issues that
affect the lives of women on the
UMSL Campus.

Poll workers needed
The Central Council's Appointmet1ts and Elections Com·
mittee needs poll workers for the
upcoming Central Council elec·
tions, which will be held April
4-8. Interested students should
leave their names and telephone
numbers in the Central Council
mailbox on the second floor of
the University Center, or should
contact Arita Patton at the
Project UNITED office in the
Administration Building.

Directories stil

availa~e

UMSL student directories are
available at the University Cen-

1040
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INCOME TAX
-Competent-Qualified

Simplified bookkeeping for small businesses
Individuals, Small; businesses. Corporations
tax returns prepared

,STUDENT RATE

'.o
o

These are not official posittions , Olsen explained, but were
set up to expedite matters for
the court. They exist outside the
court.
Olsen said before the positions
were set up, the judges would -

argue for or against each other
in a case, "not the best thing"
for an "impartial" judge to be.
Besides traffic violations the
court is set up to hear grievances between two student organizations, and to preside over
impeachment proceedings for
student government.
Olsen also pointed out that
there will probably be justice
positions on the court open for
interested students.

CURRENT' EVENTS

T a kuri Tei
Tax Accountant

o
o

position has been filled for this
semester. Appointments are
made by the Court. The positions are expected to be filled at
the next Court meeting, the date'
yet to be set.

-

o
o~

~529 Big Bend
Webster GrOyeS 63119
962.-687,5 :
1040
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Blood drive here
A blood drive sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega will be held
on the UMSL campus March 4·5
in Room 126 J.C. Penney Building.
A table will be set up in the U
Center Friday, March 1, to take
pledges. A representative of
APO said that they hope to get
250 pledges due to the increase
of the demand for blood.
The process, he added, takes
about 40 minutes and he noted
that now 17 -year·olds can give
blood with the consent of
parents.

ex e rcis egroup starts
A women ' s exercise group is
forming in the UMSL Women 's
Center. Leader Elaine Peer will
welcome the group at the initial
meeting on Tuesday, Feb . 26th ,
at 12:30-1:30 in Room 107,
Benton Hall.
Peer says, "anyone looking
for a new figure will be welcome

- so come -alo.ng and bring an
out·of-shape fnend. There is no
fee involved , and the group will
':leet regularly at the same
tIme. "

+

+

FAITH-SALEM
United Church of Christ, 7348
W. - Florissant, Jennings .
Worship services 9-:00 AM
and 11 :00 AM .
.
Eugene Schupp, Pastor
383-6765

F"ORSAL E
5575 Norway Drive,
Fireplace, Formal Dining
Spacious 2 Bedroom Brick,
Room, 10 minutes from UMS

CHARTER BANK
OF JENNINGS
6605 W.Florissant Ave.
389 -5500

Make your summer job plans now. Work for a land
development corporation in northeastem Indiana. Guaranteed
$150 per week. Free housing and partial gas allowance.
Possibility of eaming over $3000 for a summer's work.
For more information and applications, call : 371-0065

J

STUDENT E~EC/TIONS - UNIVERSIT'I SENATE
Any student wishi!lg to participate as a candidate in the election
of the student members of the l!niversity Senate must register In

-...
o
o

the Deanof Student Affairs Office, 206 Administration Bldg.
9 AM to 5 PM daily. Student candidates must not be on academic '

15.00 !

_Patronize ,Alumnus of UMSL

ter information desk. Directories are free to all UMSL
students who present a valid
I.D .

Roy Unnerstall, a senior at
UMSL, will complete his second
term as Secretary-General of the
Midwest Model United Nations,
at the 13th annual session to be
held in the Jefferson Hotel, Feb.
27 to March 2.
Over 700 college students
from across the nation will be in
St. Louis for the conference,
acting as delegates representing
member countries of the U.N.
The Midwest Model U.N. is one
of the largest student run model
United ~ations in the United
States.
During the four-day session,
delegates will participate in simulating meetings of the Security
Council, the General Assembly
and other U.N. committees as
they debate such topics as South
African racism, international
drug laws and the Middle East
Crisis.
Bernard Oxman, assistant legal advisor for ocean affairs in
the Office of the Legal Advisor,
U.S. Department of State, will
be the keynote speaker in the
Gold Room of the hotel, Feb. 27
at 8 pm . Oxman is author of the
U.S. position paper for the Law
of the Sea Conference scheduled
for May.
David Burgess, senior officer
to the executive director of
UNICEF will address the delegate banquet in the Gold Room,
March 2 at 8 pm. Burgess was
born in Peking and is the former
Deputy Regional Director of
UNICEF for East Asia, Pakistan
. and Bangladesh.
_The public is invited to hear
both speakers and observe committee meetings during the conference. Tickets for the banquet
will be available at the door for
$6. Other conference events are
free.

or disciplinary probation, and have completed 12 hours academic

...o-'
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.

credit at UMSL.

-

deadline 'March 1st
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Wrestlers end at 8-8

SPORTS

-Brian Flinchpaugh
r

"You're only as good as your
competition," UMSL grappling
coach Von Henry on the eve of
the NCAA College Division
wrestling championships at Fullerton California.
"We can whip'em," 7th Cavalry grappling coach George
Armstrong Custer on the eve of
the festiv.ities at Little Bighorn.
Hopefully Henry's choice of a
cliche' wasbetter than that of the
General's. While he may not
have to retreat, it can't be said
that Henry will be left out West
without horses.
Ending their regular schedule
with an 8-8 mark in dual meet
competition and with a second
place finish in the season finale,
the Washington University Invitational, a number of wrestlers
have ~hared in the laurels. Two
or possibly three of these UMSL
matmen will compete. individually . -in the March 1st and 2nd

Tankeffi take second
in area championship
Jim Shanahan
Washington University narrowly outpointed the Rivermen
to claim the first St. Louis Area
Colleges Athletic Association
swimming championship held at
the Multi-Purpose Building last
Thursday. St. Louis University
finished a distant third in the
three team field.
UMSL claimed the lead first
with a record time 4:01.3 in the
400 yard medley relay. The team
of Steve Stiffelman, Jim Wheeler, Monte Strub and Mark Kessler broke the old record of
4:04.2. Strub also broke the
. record in the 200 yard butterfly
with a time of 2:14.6. He held
the previous record of 2:18.1.
The lead changed hands seven
times during the remainder of
the meet . Going into the final
'event the Rivermen led by one
point. 77-76 , on the strength of
fir st and third places in the Optional Diving by Randy Breihan
and Steve Wurmb . The Bears
took the final event , the 400
yard freestyle relay with a big
lead held throughout the race .
UMSL looked strong in the
sprints despite the loss of Bill
Vordtriede, who is out with a
dislocated shoulder. Coach Fred
Nel son was pleased with the
team 's performance 'as everyone
"really swam well." He still

contends that the loss of Vordtriede was a factor in the loss. "If
Vordtriede was swimming we
would have put Stiffelman in the
200 yard freestyle. That would
have been the three point difference right there."
UMSL topped Westminster
65-40 in their final dual meet of
the season at Westminster Saturday. The Rivermen are now
5-6 in dual meets. They will
finish the season March 1 and 2in the Washington University Invitational.

wrestler Greg Holmes

tourney in California.
First, and perhaps foremost,
of these individuals is newcomer
Greg Holmes a former Forest
Park Community College standout. Compiling a 20-0-1 record,
the 118 pound Holmes is rated a
itrong threat. "He can go a long
way in the nationals I think,"
Henry said.
Tom Bowden, a seas.on~d
veteran, will also perform. ' "Tom
is a big strong wrestler and he
has a lot of maturity. This is his
last .year and he'll get up there
and give everything he's got,"
Henry said. Hobbled by injuries,
Mike Homfeld, a former Missouri state champion, though
questionable, may also compete.
More an individual championship than a team tourney, the
NCAA event is a definite Western showdown. Hopefully, the
UMSL matmen will return with
something more than their
scalp.

Release front basketball teant stentnted
front 'lack of contntunicatio.L.a.,' says Lew-is
I

There will be a meeting for
women interested in playing on
the Women's Intercollegiate
Tennis Team on Friday, March 1
at 12 :30 in Room 103 Multipurpose.

*****
Those interested in the
Me n ' s 1n tercollegiate Tennis
Team contact Gene Williams in
Room 225 MultiPurpose. Practice begins March 1 from 3 to
4:30.

o

Former Rivermen basketball
player Mike Lewis, dismissed
from the squad on Jan. Ql, told
the Current that his release
stemmed from "a lack of communication" between'he and
head basketball Coach Chuck
Smith. Lewis, a senior this
season, stated that a series of
events lead to a ha'lf-time
incident involving him and
Coach Smith 'while the team was
playing in Florida.
The alleged incident, according to Lewis, involved an exchange of words in the locker
room between he and Smith in
which Lewis objected .to the
coach's cursing. Smith allegedly

hurled a warm-up jacket at
Lewis and Lewis responded by
decking Smith with a blow to the
mouth.
The · Current was not able to
receive either confirmation or
denial of the incident from
anyone associated with the
team. Coach Smith had previously stated that Lewis was
dropped for "personal reasons"
and expressed the desire to keep
the matter "in the family."
Lewis said that the oreakdown
in communication resulted from
the coach unfairly "riding" him
at practice. Lewis also stated

that shortly after the death of
his 'mother, he was asked by
Coach Dan Wall to play on the
same day his mother was
buried. Lewis said that Wall
promised him a starting spot if
he played. Lewis did play but
expressed displeasure at being
taken out after only playing five
minutes.
Lewis, who requested that the
Current not run the story until
questions over his scholarship
had been cleared up , stated that
the matter was an individual one
between him and Coach Smith
and did not involve any racial
prejUdice.

Curtis Enterprises and New Era Records
present

Jpring Get Away
OVER $10,000 IN PRIZES TO BE AWARDED! ENTER NOW!
YOU COULD WIN THE VACATION OF YOUR LIFETIME!

Grand Prize
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Five, sunfilled days - four fantastic nights at the posh "Pier 66 Motel" on the ocean at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA!
First-Class round trip transportation from winner's location to FT . I,.AUDERDALE!
Honda rental bike during the duration of your stay!'
Dinner for two at the fabulous "Pink Pussy Cat"!
Dinner for two ·at the "Windjammer"
Dinner for two at "Pier 66" - the world's most fant'astic supper club overlooking the beautiful blue ATLANTIC!
$100.00 credit account in your name at "She" - the swingingest singles spot in Florida! Top name entertainment · seven days a week!
$50.00 credit account in your name at "The Button" - Lauderdale's leading after-hours club!
$100.00 cash - to spend as you please!

12.
3.
4.
5.

Three days, two nights at Holiday Inn, on the ocean, at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA.
Round trip transportation (from winner's location)'
Dinner for two at "The Windjammer."
$25.00 credit account in your name at "She."
$25.00 cash - to spend as you please.

10 Each Second Prizes

1,000 Third Prizes
1.

Anyone stereo LP or 8 track tape of your choice listed in the current New Era Records Catalog .

•......••.•. ~ ........................................................•

RULES AND RE.GULATIONS
1. Contest open only to bonafide students of an accredited college or university .
2 . Winner s will be selected by the W .A. Wilhoit Corporation , an independent Judging
organIZation . Winners will fie selected at random and the deCISion of the judges will be
final. A list of all winners will be available upon written request to New Era Records .
3 . To register . print information. In spaces provided on coupon .- .
4 Enclose $1 .00 for processing and handling . Remit by check or postal money order only
PAYABLE TO: "NEW ERA RECORDS-CEI."
5. Mall your registration to:
NEW ERA RECORDS
SUITE 524
CARNEGIE BUILDING
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30303
6 Entries must be postmarked NOT LATER THAN March 8th . 1974.

··

CURTIS ENTERPRISES - NEW ERA RECORDS
"I certify that I am a student at _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ._ __ _
(name of school)

Name _ _ _ _ _ _~--------------Address _ _ _~_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
City _ - -- - - -- -

State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Home - welcome site for Rivermen
Tom Wolf
The big crowds of the championship seasons are gone from
the Multi-Purpose Building, but
just being home is good enough
for UMSL's basketball Rivermen. "We win our games at
home," remarked freshmanstarter Dale Wills, "but on the
road ... " Yes, the away games
have proved to be disastrous for
the Rivermen as their road
record slumped to 1-10 after
dropp'ing Friday . night's contest
to Milliken 128-96. Milliken was;
lead by their standout ' center, '
Leon Gobcynski, who scored
record brea'king 62 points in the
contest.
But as stated before, the
Rivermen home record is another matter entirely. The Cagers
raised their home mark to 9-2 by
defeating Louisiana College on
Monday and by downing the
U.S, Merchant Marine Academy
on Saturday by the score of

84-77. The Rivermen have one
game left to play here, next
Thursday night against McKendree College.
UMSL's Bob Bone once again
lead the way for the Rivermen,
tallying 33 points, followed by
Dale Wills, who collected all of
his 12 points in the first half.
Asked if he thought the season
was turning around in favor of
the Rivermen, Bone replied that
he didn't think so. "We're just
not playing as well as we
should," he said. Bone has been
a big factor in UMSL's ten victories this season as he leads the
team with a 20.6 scoring average.
Saturday'S game was marked
by its rough action, especially on
the part of the Marines John
Nuhnenkanp, who looked as
though he was trying to collect a
few heads to go along with his
team high point total of 24.
Nuhnenkanp's play evoked numerous complaints to the referee

Joe Lotter instructs girls from the Youth Sports Program at Saturday nights basketball ' game.
Photo by Jeff Earl.~

from both fans and coaches.
For the Rivermen, it was Rick
Schmidt who supplied the muscle as he gathered 10 points,
coming off the bench in the

second half. Schmidt scored
of his points on tip-ins
commented that the team
practiced them but said it
mostly, lu'ck.

four
and
had
was

The Rivermen will end their
1~73-74 ~eason on Saturday
mght against SIU-Edwardsville.
The contest is scheduled for 8
pm at Kiel Auditorium.

This is when the long hours of
practice payoff. When you know
you're as good as you can be.
When you can enjoy ·it, the way it
was meant to be.
It's the same with Pabst Blue
Ribbon-it takes a lot of time, patience and skill to create our good
old-time flavor.
Pabst-it's the way beer was
meant to be.

\
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ST. ·

Good old-time flavor.
The way beer
was ·m eant to be.

1
c Copyright 1974, PABST BREWING COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wis., Peoria Heights, III., Newark, N.J., Los Angeles, Calif., Pabst, Georgia.

